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“H–How dare you?!” Seth shouted out. 

After that, Seth seemed to think of something as he said harshly, “Brat, I

’m warning you. I’m the 

heir of the Golans. If you dare to harm me, our family will not let off!” 

you 

“I don’t know if your family will let me off or not, but at this moment, I 

have no plans to let you off!” Leon sniffed, not feeling threatened by Set

h at all. 

He was always a principled person. Normally, he would never hold too 

much of a grudge as long as the other party did not cross the line or was 

willing to admit to their mistakes. 

However, when it came to people like Seth who did not have a shred of 

honor within them at all, he would never show any mercy! 

“Mister Wolf, please wait!” Raphael hastily stopped Leon when he saw t

hat Leon was prepared to strike Seth. 

“Mister Westwood, what is it?” Leon looked at Raphael closely. 

“Mister Wolf, you might not know this, but the Golans are one of the we

ll–

known ancient martial arts families in the Southern region. They are ver

y wealthy and powerful, and they are connected to many other ancient m

artial arts families as well. They shouldn’t be messed around with! I thin

k that you should just forget about this since you’ve 

already injured Seth!” Raphael hurriedly advised. 

The Scammells and the Westwoods were just ordinary ancient arts famil

ies, but the Golans were already in the Southern region for centuries. Th

ey were very influential and even used an Advanced Power method! 



Methods were the foundations of martial arts. Even though Advanced Po

wer Methods were only one step. away from Basic Power methods, there

 was a huge gulf between them! 

Both the Scammells and the Westwoods only used Basic Power Class M

ethods. Normally, it could get a martial artist to the initial Emperor State

, but it was incredibly hard to get any further! 

However, the Golans were different. The Golans used an Advanced Pow

er method. Many of the older martial artists in the family were already at

 the advanced or even peak Emperor State! They were much more. powe

rful than ordinary martial arts families! 

The Westwoods were only able to fight the Golans on the business field 

thanks to the help of the Thompsons! 

Even so, Raphael still needed to be wary of Seth. That was why he did n

ot want to face Seth head–on earlier! 

On the other hand, based on what he knew, Leon was not even related to

 the Scammells by blood! 

If Leon broke Seth’s legs and provoked revenge from the Golans, Leon 

would not be able to get off unscathed! 

“So, the Golans are that strong.” 

Leon was quite shocked after he heard that. 

The Overlord State was a huge hurdle in a martial artist’s training. It was

 incredibly difficult to exceed it! 

Before that, he was confused. 

Seth, Raphael, and Willie were all considered to excel in their generation

, but Seth was far stronger than Raphael and Willie, already managing to 

get to the Overlord State! 



He finally understood that it was because Seth was using an Advanced P

ower method. He trained much faster than Raphael and WIllie could! 

It was no wonder Seth managed to easily reach the Overlord State! 
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“Brat, are you scared now? I’ll give you one last chance. If you know yo

ur place, then hand over that pearl. After that, break one of your arms an

d 

apologize. I’ll consider sparing your life then! If you don’t, then the Gol

ans will bury you alive!” 

When he saw that Leon fell silent, Seth assumed that Leon was afraid 

of this family. So, he suddenly regained his spirit and his earlier arrogan

ce! 

“Afraid? Your tiny family isn’t worthy of making me feel afraid! I’ll be 

breaking your legs today. No one can save you!” Leon said coldly. After

 that, he wasted no time kicking at Seth’s legs viciously. 

“No!” Seth was completely terrified. 

He never expected Leon to not be afraid of his family’s name and power

 at all. On top of that, he was heavily injured. He had no 

way of avoiding the attack. All he could do was stare as Leon attacked hi

m. 

“Brat, don’t think we’ll let you do that!” 

At that moment, Seth’s guards immediately started to attack Leon from t

he back, trying to force Leon to give up on attacking Seth. 

Leon ignored the guards behind him as he viciously struck Seth’s leg. 

Crack! 



The clear sound of bone cracking could be heard. Seth let out a shriek as

 his leg was snapped by Leon just like 

that. He immediately collapsed on the ground. 

At the same time, Leon turned around and struck out with both his fists, 

using Double Attack at the same 

time at the two guards. 

The two guards were merely there to accompany Seth. They were not ex

perts from 

the family. They were only Advanced Supreme Masters, which meant th

ey were no match for Leon at all! 

Bang! Bang! 

With two intense strikes, the two guards were sent flying several meters 

away, falling to the ground unable to fight anymore! 

“Brat, just you wait. After today, I’ll make sure to rip you apart,” Seth cl

enched his teeth at the pain coming from his legs as he looked at Leon w

ith venomous hatred. 

“Please!” Leon scoffed, kicking Seth on the other leg. 

Crack! 

The clear sound of bone cracking was heard once again. Seth was in im

mense pain as he fainted on the spot. 

“T–this guy is so vicious!” 

The scions around them looked horrified as they witnessed what happen

ed. 

They knew of the wealth and power of the Golans. They never expected 

Leon to be daring enough to break Seth’s legs! 



It deeply shocked them to the core. 

That was not all! 

They dreamed about taking 

the treasure from Leon’s hands. Yet, the immense skill Leon showed, as 

well as Leon’s ruthlessness, completely shook them! 

Most of them completely forgot about taking Leon’s treasure away. The

y did not want to follow Seth’s fate! 
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“Leon, you’re acting too recklessly!” 

Raphael walked over with a face full of worry. 

He knew very well that, if Leon just 

injured Seth, then the Golans would not have simply interfered in a fight

 between the younger generation due to their reputation and honor, as we

ll as the rules of the martial world. 

Yet, Leon broke Seth’s legs. It was just too harsh. It was a direct insult t

o the Golans. They would not let it sit that easily! 

Leon was not that closely related to the Scammells 

either. It would be a complete pipe dream for 

him to go against the might of the Golans! 

However, it was good that he was the only person to know who Leon wa

s at that moment, the others who were present, including Seth, did not kn

ow of Leon’s true origins! 

Even more so was the fact that he only referred to Leon as Mister Wolf t

he whole time, Seth probably did not even know Leon’s real name! 



As long as he kept it a secret and never exposed Leon’s identity, then the

 Golans would probably not be able to find Leon in the Southern region t

hat quickly! 

That was the only thing he could do for Leon! 

“Mister Westwood, don’t worry. I know what I’m doing!” Leon 

smiled calmly, not feeling like the Golans were significant at all. 

Even though he was still too weak to go against the Golans, he was not s

omeone who could be bullied just like that! 

Before he left Springfield City, he was invited to join the Dragon Corps! 

With that identity with him, the Golans were nothing! 

Of course, the Dragon Corp was responsible for justice. They could not 

do whatever they wanted. So, he always remembered the Master’s lesso

ns, and never used his identity as someone from the Dragon Corp against

 anyone else! 

Of course, if any major families decided their honor and tried to push hi

m down, the Dragon Corp would not let it rest! 

Furthermore, he had many trump cards to protect himself. If the Golans 

were going to be as arrogant as Seth, then he would not let them get out 

unscathed! 

“Alright, let’s just leave for now,” Raphael said with a sigh. 

He did not know where Leon got all that confidence, so he assumed that 

Leon was just too ignorant to know the danger 

he was in. After that, he tugged Leon’s arm and prepared to leave the bla

ck market in case anything else happened. 

“Yes, let’s go!” 



With the treasure in hand, Leon had no reason to stay anymore. He and 

Raphael walked out of the place. 

“You can leave if you want, but that pearl is staying!” 

At that moment, they suddenly heard the Black Gorilla’s voice. After tha

t, his four subordinates immediately cut Leon and Raphael off with a wa

ve of his hand. 

“Black Gorilla, what is the meaning of this?” Raphael’s expression sank 

as he looked over. 

“It’s simple, I’ve taken a fancy to that 

pearl! If you know what’s good for you, then just hand it over. Otherwis

e, you’ll suffer the consequences!” The Black 

Gorilla laughed arrogantly. 

“What? Are you trying to steal Mister Wolf’s 

treasure as well?” Raphael’s expression changed at that, not expecting th

e Black Gorilla to interfere at all. 

“So what if I am?!” 

The man crossed his arms and adopted a look of superiority as if he was 

definitely going to have what he 

wanted. 
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“Black Gorilla, the underworld has its own rules! You’re in charge of th

e black market, and you’re someone famous in the underworld, but you’r

e ignoring your honor to steal from Mister Wolf, who’s from the younge

r generation! Aren’t you 

worried you’re going to be laughed at?!” Raphael said coldly. 



“That-” 

The Black Gorilla’s smile stiffened and he found himself unable to say a

nything in his defense. 

However, he was 

already quite an experienced man, and he quickly reacted. 

“Raphael, that pearl was meant to be sold to the black market 

in the first place. This guy just cut us off before we bought it! I’m just ha

ving him return the pearl to us! How could you call this stealing?!” The 

Black Gorilla insisted. 

“What a load 

of nonsense! That pearl was meant to be sold to the black market, but yo

u already clearly 

stated you didn’t want it! What’s 

wrong with Mister Wolf buying something the black market doesn’t wan

t?! “Raphael said without holding back. 

“Of course it’s wrong! I didn’t want it just now, but I want it now! In the

 end, I’m taking this pearl today no matter what!” The Black Gorilla said

. 

“You!” 

Raphael was furious, but there was nothing he could do. 

“Black Gorilla, don’t think you can do whatever you want!” 

At that moment, Leon stepped forward with a cold look on his face. 

“So what if I do?! Bra,t I’ll give you one last chance. If you hand the pea

rl over right now, I’ll 

let you leave this place safely! Otherwise, don’t blame me for not showi

ng you any mercy!” He said. 



“And what if I refuse?” Leon felt incredibly frustrated. 

When he was in Springfield City, he interacted with the underworld quit

e a lot. Other than Harold, who was scheming and conniving, most of th

em were quite honorable. 

Yet, the Black Gorilla first used the jade carving to set up a scam, and w

as later trying to steal his Spiritual 

Pearl! 

That was not honorable at all. He was acting even more despicable than 

Harold! 

“Brat, you asked for it! Since you want to die, I’ll grant you your wish!” 

The Black 

Gorilla had a cold glint in his eyes. After that, he wasted no more time as 

he summoned up intense power to attack Leon. 

“T–The Emperor State!” 

Leon was shocked when he felt the energy within the Black Gorilla’s att

ack. 

He immediately tried to retreat without any delay to avoid the attack. 

Yet, his opponent was just too much stronger than he was. Even if he rea

cted very quickly, he was not able to 

completely avoid the attack. 

With a massive explosion, Leon’s chest was hit by the energy. He imme

diately spat out a mouthful of blood as he was sent flying a few meters, c

ollapsing on the ground. 



Thankfully, he had the Mirror of Sovereign around his chest. It stopped 

quite a bit of the attack. Otherwise, he would probably have died or been

 crippled by that immense power! 
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“How strong!” 

Leon clutched his chest as he forced the pain back and stood up. Howev

er, he looked shocked. 

Even though Raphael told him before that the Black Gorilla was a subor

dinate of the Southern Boss that could not be trifled with, Leon 

thought that the Black Gorilla would not be able to do anything to him w

ith all his trump cards! 

Yet, he finally realized that the man was at the Emperor State! 

No wonder Seth forcibly swallowed the bitterness of being tricked instea

d of fighting against the Black Gorilla! 

“Brat, you’re still able to stand up after taking my attack. I guess you’re 

quite lucky! However, you’re at the end of your luck. Take another strik

e!” 

The Black Gorilla was surprised to see that Leon was not heavily injured

. He 

thought that it was just because Leon was lucky, so he did not think abou

t it too much. 

Right after that, he continued to attack Leon, preparing to get rid of Leon

 and take the pearl 

for himself! “Despicable! Black Gorilla, you forced me!” Leon said cold

ly. There was a cold and murderous glint in his 



eyes. 

His opponent was just too strong. Leon could not defeat the man! 

Since that was the case, he would have to rely on Master Haslewood’s gi

ft! 

Yet, he only had two of them left. Each one was incredibly precious. 

The Black Gorilla was only at the initial Emperor State, it was a waste! 

Of course, facing certain death, there was no way he could care about an

y wastage! 

“Hold it!” 

Just as Leon was preparing for it, Raphael suddenly stood in front of him

, stopping the Black Gorilla. 

“Raphael, what do you want? I’m warning you. Get lost right now, or I 

won’t hold back!” 

The Black Gorilla’s face sank unhappily, but he still pulled back his ener

gy and stopped the attack. 

The Westwoods were just a regular ancient martial arts family, with his s

tatus as well 

as the Southern Boss. behind him, he did not care about them at all! 

However, he knew that the Westwoods were closely tied to the Thompso

ns. With the Thompsons‘ influence and power, as well as the fact that he

 was from an older generation, he could not attack Raphael too easily. 

Otherwise, it would do him no good to anger the Thompsons! 

“Black Gorilla, Mister Wolf is a guess I invited over. I won’t 

let you attack him like 



that! If you want to steal his treasure, then you’ll need to get through me 

first!” Raphael said firmly. 

“You!” 

The Black Gorilla was furious. He was about to say something, but he w

as quickly interrupted by Leon. 

“Mister Westwood, thank 

you so much for your help! Don’t worry, he’s just at the initial Emperor 

State, he won’t be able to do anything to me! Just let him through. I’ll m

ake sure to get rid of this despicable man today!” Leon said coldly. 

He was not able to control Master Haslewood’s gift. He was worried he 

would injure Raphael with Raphael right in front of him, so he was a bit 

apprehensive. All he could do was advise Raphael to leave! 
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“What? Mister Wolf, did you go crazy?!” Raphael was stunned, not beli

eving his ears. 

He just witnessed the Black Gorilla injuring Leon so casually. It was obv

ious that Leon was no match for the 

man at all! 

Yet, something seemed to be wrong with Leon. 

Even clearly knowing that he was no match, Leon wanted to face the ma

n head–on! 

Was that not suicide?! 

Of course, he was not 

the only one who was shocked. The remaining scions around the place w



ere two. All of them looked at Leon like an idiot, not knowing where Le

on got the courage to challenge someone at the Emperor State! 

“What an arrogant brat! Let’s see how you plan on getting rid of me!” Bl

ack Gorilla was completely angered by Leon’s words. 

“Mister Wolf, don’t be stubborn! Please believe in me. I brought you to t

he black market, 

I’ll make sure you’re safely escorted out. I’ll make sure I fulfill my prom

ise!” 

As he said that, Raphael looked at the Black Gorilla and said coldly, “Bl

ack Gorilla, I don’t mind telling you that Mister Wolf’s treasure is very 

useful to the Thompsons! If you retreat right now, 

I can act as if nothing happened. Otherwise, I’ll make sure the Thompso

ns will deal with the black market after this!” 

“The Thompsons? Raphael, don’t use the Thompsons to threaten me. Ot

hers might be afraid of them, but the southern Boss isn’t! I’m warning y

ou. If you don’t give way, then I won’t hold back against you!” The Blac

k Gorilla said coldly. After that, he summoned up his true energy in secr

et, planning on attacking Raphael and Leon at any moment. 

As for the Thompsons, he had the Southern Boss behind him anyway. A

s long as he did not threaten Raphael’s life, then the Thompsons would p

robably not be able to touch him! 

“You!” Raphael’s expression soured. 

He never expected the Black Gorilla to not even care about the Thompso

ns for the sake of the treasure! 

Suddenly, he did not know what to do. 

“Who dares to look down on the Thompsons?! How arrogant!” At that 

moment, a cold voice was heard. 



Right after that, a man about thirty years of age walked in with an incred

ibly impressive aura flanked by two guards. 

The young man was the heir of the Thompsons, Yuri Thompsons! 

The Thompsons were one of the major families of the Southern region a

nd were also the strongest among the major families. They stood at the p

eak of the Southern region! 

Even the Southern Boss had to take a step back when faced with them. 

It was obvious how strong the Thompsons were. At the very least, they 

were practical without equality in the Southern region. 

The Westwoods and the Thompsons were tied together 

by marriage. Raphael’s aunt was Yuri’s mother, so they were cousins. 

“Yuri, you’re finally here! That’s great!” 

Raphael was elated to see Yuri there. He finally breathed a sigh of relief. 

“Yuri Thompson!” 

In contrast to Raphael’s excitement, the Black Gorialla never expected Y

uri to arrive so quickly. He was incredibly shocked, and his mood imme

diately sank. 

It was not just him, the other scions were 

shocked as well. They knew that Yuri was someone incredibly important

. He was not someone they could compare to! 

Many of them took a step back wisely, giving way to Yuri. 
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“Raphael, what’s happening? What exactly happened?!” Yuri asked seri

ously as he led his guards over. 

When the Black Gorilla used 

the carving to set up a scam, Raphael mistakenly believed it to be a treas

ure that harnessed light energy. 

He knew that the Thompsons were looking for such a treasure for the pa

st few months, so he notified Yuri immediately. 

That was why Yuri appeared so suddenly! 

“It’s like this, my friend Mister Wolf found a treasure just now. Black G

orilla is trying to use his strength to take it from us,” Raphael briefly exp

lained the situation. 

“It is a treasure! Sure enough, good things come to those 

who wait!” Yuri could not stop himself from smiling. 

When he received the news from Raphael, he rushed over for 

the sake of the jade carving! When he heard that Leon obtained the treas

ure, he automatically assumed it to be the jade carving! 

Yet, he did 

not know that the carving was a fake. The one in Leon’s hands was a co

mpletely different 

treasure! 

“Yuri, this man is shameless and despicable. He has no honor to speak a

bout at all. You 

have to help my friend seek justice,” Raphael said angrily. 

He could already tell that Yuri misunderstood, but he decided against ex

plaining things given the situation. 



Once Yuri dealt with Black Gorilla, he could tell Yuri the truth after that

. 

“Don’t worry, just for the fact that he looked down on the Thompsons an

d planned on attacking you, I won’t ever let him off today!” Yuri said co

ldly. 

“Mister Thompson, what is the meaning of this? This is a personal griev

ance between me and someone else. It has nothing to do with you or you

r family. Are you trying to forcibly interfere?!” Black Gorilla said. unha

ppily. 

“So what if I am?! This time, you decided to aim for my cousin, and you

’ve harmed my friend in a dishonorable way. You have to give them an e

xplanation!” Yuri said coldly. 

In truth, Leon was a stranger to him, so he did not need to stand up for L

eon at all! 

However, the Thompsons led the Southern region on the surface, while t

he Southern Boss was the king of the underworld. The two sides never h

ad a good relationship with each other! 

On top of that, the treasure in Leon’s hands was very useful to him. It w

ould not do him any harm to curry 

some favor with Leon. 

“What do you want?” The Black Gorilla asked darkly. 

“It’s simple, break one 

of your arms right now and kneel to apologize to them. I’ll consider letti

ng you off then! Otherwise, you’ll bear with the consequences yourself!”

 Yuri said arrogantly. 

“You’re asking me to break my arm and apologize? How dare you?! Yur

i, I’ve long heard that you’re an 



amazing genius that only appears once in a century among the younger g

eneration. You’re also at the top of the Elite List! I’ll have to test you ou

t today. Let’s see if you have the ability to speak like this in front of me?

!” 

The Black Gorilla felt incredibly frustrated. He wasted no more time as 

he shot out and started to attack Yuri. 

“What an absolute 

idiot! Since you want to die, I’ll grant you your wish!” Yuri shouted out 

coldly as he 

launched himself forward with his fist ready to attack. 
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Bang! 

With an intense clash, both Yuri and the Black 

Gorilla’s attacks met each other. 

After they clashed, Yuri’s body did not move at all. 

Instead, the Black Gorilla took a few steps forward before he managed t

o stop. 

“Emperor State!” 

Leon was shocked 

when he felt the immense energy coming out of Yuri’s body. 

He never would have dreamed that Yuri managed to reach the Emperor 

State at such a young age. His skills even seemed to be a step above the 

Black Gorilla! 

It greatly exceeded his expectations! 



“How strong!” 

“Mister Thompson is someone from the Elite List. Even the Black Gorill

a is no match for him!” 

Everyone there looked incredibly amazed. Some of 

them even started cheering. 

“The Elite 

List? Mister Westwood, what’s the Elite List?” Leon asked Raphael curi

ously after hearing that. 

“The Elite List is a list of the younger generation made by the Central re

gion. It lists out some of the super geniuses from the five regions. Norma

lly, only those who are younger than thirty–

five and have reached the Emperor State would have the right to enter it.

 There are a total of thirteen of them on the list right now, and Yuri is on

e of them,” Raphael explained briefly. 

“What? He’s that amazing?!” 

Leon was completely shocked after he heard that. 

Ever since he entered the Southern region, he met quite a lot of the rich e

lite, such as Willie and Raphael. 

Most of them were around the Semi Overlord 

state, so they were a bit weaker than he was. 

So, he always thought that the younger generation of the martial arts wor

ld in Sky County were not that special! 

However, he finally understood that there was always 

a mountain higher. The younger generation of 

Sky County was much stronger than he thought! 



Then, those major families would be even more powerful 

than he imagined! 

“Black Gorilla, take this!” 

Yrui followed up his attack as he charged at the Black Gorilla with imm

ense power. 

The Black Gorilla avoided Yrui’s attack. After that, he countered and sta

rted to go toe to toe with Yuri. 

Both of them went through a few exchanges in a flash. 

Even though both of them were at the initial Emperor State, Yuri was a o

nce–in–a–lifetime genius. Whether 

it was his power or his 

intuition, he stood at the peak of anyone at the same level. His skills wer

e not far away from the intermediate Emperor State! 

In just a moment, the Black Gorilla was quickly at a disadvantage after a

ll his attacks. 

“Despicable!” The Black Gorilla’s expression darkened. 

He thought that his skills should have been better than Yuri’s since he w

as at the Emperor State for so many 

years. 

Yet, he underestimated Yuuri too much! 

If he continued fighting Yuri, he would lose! 
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“Just lie down!” 

While the Black Gorilla was distracted, Yuri took the chance to punch ri

ght at the Black Gorilla’s chest. 

The Black Gorilla was shocked. A battle between experts was always set

tled in a matter of inches. By the time he reacted, it was already too late. 

Yuri’s attack was already right in front of him! 

At such an important moment, he was ford to strike out, barely managin

g to meet Yuri’s attack. 

Bang! 

The two of them clashed and Yuri’s power immediately broke through t

he Black Gorilla’s defenses, viciously striking the man on the chest. 

The black Gorilla spat out two mouthfuls of blood before he was sent fly

ing for several meters, slamming into the display behind him before he f

ell to the ground. 

Thankfully, his earlier attack 

took away most of Yuri’s power. Otherwise, he would have been cripple

d if not 

killed! 

After that, Yuri quickly charged over. He was kicked out and prepared t

o continue his attack. 

“Hold on! Mister Thompson, I admit defeat,” The Black Gorilla said in a

 hurry. After that, he barely managed to crawl 

up from the ground despite the pain in his chest. After the fight just now,

 he already knew he was no match for yuri! 

After suffering another blow from Yuri, he sustained 

very harsh internal injuries. There was no way he could 



win! 

He would not fight a losing battle. Facing Yuri, he had no choice but to a

dmit defeat! 

“That’s more like it!” Yuri said coldly. 

“Mister Thompson, I don’t want the treasure anymore. You can leave no

w,” The Black Gorilla said reluctantly, but there was nothing else he cou

ld do. 

“What? You mean 

we’re just going to forget about you trying to attack my cousin 

and injuring his friend?” 

Yuri said. 

“What else do you want?” The Black Gorilla said. 

“It’s still the same thing. If you know 

your place, then kneel and apologize to both of them after your break yo

ur arm. Then, I’ll let you off! Otherwise, you’ll bear with the consequen

ces!” Yuri said coldly. 

“Impossible!” The Black Gorilla rejected without any hesitation. 

As 

a subordinate of the Southern Boss and someone famous in the underwor

ld, there was no way he would kneel and apologize to Leon and Raphael. 

He would never be able to show his face anymore after that! 

“Alright, you asked for it!” 

Yuri was angered. After that, he wasted no more time launching an attac

k with immense power. He quickly 

rushed toward Black Gorilla and attacked him. 



“Stop him!” The Black Gorilla knew that he was no match for Yuri. So, 

with his order, his men immediately charged forward to stop Yuri. 

Taking the chance, he rushed right out and prepared to escape! 

“You’re trying to escape? Will you be able to?!” Yuri smiled coldly. He 

did not even bother with those guards as he pursued the Black Gorilla. 

At the same time, the Black Gorilla’s subordinates all launched their atta

cks at Yuri, trying to stop 

him. 

However, the guards with Yuri were not just for show. The two of them 

reacted very quickly and immediately rushed forward to 

help Yuri block the men in black clothes! 
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Looking at the fact that he was about to escape, the Black Gorilla could 

not help but let out a smile. 

He knew that, as long as he managed to escape to the outside and blend i

nto the crowd, Yuri would have a difficult time going after him! 

Seeing that, Leon frowned. Leon did not forget about the fact that the Bl

ack Gorilla injured him with one blow. He was not going to let the Black

 Gorilla escape just like that! 

At that moment, his hand moved quickly 

as a few cold needles quickly shot toward the Black Gorilla! 

“W–what is this?!” 

The Black Gorilla was shocked. He never expected Leon to have hidden 

weapons. It caught him completely off guard! 



After that, he stopped and immediately turned to stop the needles. 

Taking the chance, Yuri caught up and struck right at the Black Gorilla’s

 chest with imperious force. 

“No!” 

The Black Gorilla was shocked. 

Thanks to Leon’s interference, he lost his chance to avoid it, so he was f

orced to strike back out, trying to 

stop Yuri’s attack. 

Crack! 

The clear sound of bone cracking could be heard. The Black Gorilla crie

d out in pain. His arm was not able to withstand the strike from Yuri, an

d immediately snapped. 

Right after that, he paled. He started to break out in cold sweat as he con

tinued to retreat a few steps and fall 

to the ground. 

“What an idiot! Since you didn’t want to break your arm, I’ll help you d

o it! However, since I’m doing it, it won’t just be one arm. You’ll have t

o pay it in double!” Yuri shouted coldly before he kicked out right at the 

Black Gorilla on the ground! 

The Black Gorilla ignored the pain 

in his arm as he rolled away, barely managing to avoid Yuri’s attack. He

 started to slowly crawl up to the ground. 

However, before he could even steady himself, Yuri already hurried ove

r and kicked him in the chest. 

“I–I’ll fight you!” 



Seeing as he could no longer avoid it, the Black Gorilla steeled himself, i

gnoring his defense as he struck out right at Yuri’s chest, trying to force 

both sides to be injured! 

Naturally, Yuri did not fall for it. He changed his attack and quickly grab

bed the Black Gorilla’s arm before pressing down with force. 

Crack! 

The sound of bone cracking could be heard again as the Black Gorilla cri

ed out in pain. His arm was 

shattered! 

After that, Yuri pulled him forward and slammed another palm on his ch

est, sending him flying. 

Bang! 

The man’s body slammed and rolled on the ground. So many of his body

 parts were broken. After that, he continued to cough out a few mouthful

s of blood as he lay on the ground, losing all ability to fight. 

“You refused to just accept your fate! What an idiot!” Yuri smiled in dis

dain, finally stopping. 

Of course, the Black Gorilla was still the Southern Boss‘ subordinate in t

he end. Even though they were not afraid of him, he was still not someo

ne they could afford to provoke too much. 

Since Yuri already broke two of the Black Gorilla’s arms and heavily inj

ured the man, it was enough! 

He had no reason to kill or cripple the man. Otherwise, angering the Sou

thern Boss would do them no good! 

 



 


